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ABSTBACT

A THREE ARM SPECTROMETER WITH NARROW ACCEPTANCE AND EXCEL
LENT PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION WAS OSED TO SEARCH FOR CHARGED 
D* MESON PRODOCTTON AT - IR.tt OP?. THE SHALL 5.7 HBV 3
VALUE FOR THE TWO BODT DECAY D*-> D PI WAS USED AS AN EFFEC
TIVE BACKGROUND COT. A 3.0 SIGMA PEAK CONTAINING 82±25 
EVENTS IS SEEK IN BOTH THE Q VALUE AND K-PI INVARIANT MASS 
DISTRIBOTIONS. THIS CORRESPONDS TO dff/dyl =
I.Nt .6 (STATISTICAL)+ .6 (SYSTEMATIC) tib/(unit rapidity), WITH 
ASSUMPTIONS MADE ABOUT PRODUCTtPH MODEL.
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Chapter I 
I9TBOOOCTTOV

Since the discovery of the neutron as a fundamental 
constituent of matter in addition to the proton and elec
tron, determining the spectrum of subatomic particles and a 
minimal set of descriptive properties for then has been a 
major direction for physics research. One of the first par
ticle properties described was t bat of isotopic spin. It 
was formulated from studies of energy levels in various nuc
lei and the discovery of the charged and neutral pions. The 
strong nuclear binding force appeared to be equal for parti
cles within the same group multiplet , so isospin was deter
mined to be a global (space-time independent) symmetry that 
could be represented by the su (2) group in the same manneg: 
as a particle's intrinsic angular momentum . A rotation in 
isospin space would transform a proton into a neutron hut 
not affect the part of the mass Hamiltonian that was gen
erated by the strong nuclear force, just as rotations in 
configuration space leave invariant spin independent Hamil
tonian terms.

As particles heavier than the nucleon were discovered 
during the 1950*s a new class appeared that had a lifetime
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much greater than could be expected from the energy 
available for their decay. The characteristic decay signa
ture of long-lived neutral particles caused them to be named 
••Vee** particles, and it became apparent that a new selection 
rule inhibited their decay via the strong interaction. It 
was eventually seen that they could be placed in a S O (3) 
group spectrum with the previously known particles that 
belonged to the so (2) isospin multiplets. The new conserved 
quantum number leading to the selection rule for decay of 
particles that interacted with the strong nuclear force was 
designated "strangeness” and was seen to be conserved by the 
strong force but not the electromagnetic or weak decay 
forces.

The sn (3) group has two diagonal generators, correspond
ing to the observables strangeness and isospin, and three 
elements in its fundamental irreducible representation. 
Gell-Mann and Ne'eman formulated the original 30(3) group 
theory of hadronic phenomena, and Zweig and Gell-Mann inde
pendently saw that the group generators could be viewed as 
building blocks for the hadrons. Gell-Mann named them 
quarks and assigned them fractional charge and baryon number 
(i>, A theory was developed which used the three different 
quarks as the fundamental hadronic constituents that suc
cessfully predicted magnetic moment ratios and baryon mass 
differences. The most celebrated success of the 3U(3)
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theory was Gell-Mann's forecast of a new massive hadron with 
strangeness = -3, the omega minus, to complete the decuplet 
of spin 3/2 baryons. All the hadrons discovered before 1979 
could be fit into an S0(1) multiplet, either an octet or 
singlet of quark - antiguark combinations for the mesons or 
a singlet, octet, or decuplet obtained from coupling 
together three quarks. Numerous searches for fractionally 
charged particles were unsuccessful, so the view of quarks 
as infinite mass mathematical constructs without a physical 
existence was prevalent for the rest of the decade.

By 1970 analysis of the data from deep inelastic scat
tering experiments using the 20 nev/c electron beam at SLAC 
showed phenomena that was consistent with the existence of 
point-like , fractionally charged particles within the 
nucleons. The identification of these particles , dubhod 
"partons” by Feynman, as quacks was natural. During the 
next five years various advances in theory nave a sound 
basis for this identification.

Quite aside from the developments in the understanding of 
the strong interactions, in 1967 Weinberg and Salam proposed 
a gauge invariance theory combining the electromagnetic and 
weak nuclear force. The weak interactions of hadrons could 
be readily described by the interactions of their consti
tuent quarks. t'Hooft-proved that their 30(2) xU (1) local
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(Space-time dependent) group theory was renormalizabXe and 
hence a valid field theory, with the possibility of making 
predictions based on perturbative calculations. Within two 
years there was confirmation from a new generation of neu
trino experiments of the weak neutral interaction that was 
a major prediction of the Weinberg-Salan theory.

The success of a field theory with minimally coupled 
gauge bosons preserving local gauge invariance led to a 
similar theory for quarks - Quantum Chromodynamics. The 
non-observât ion of free quarks could be naturally explained 
by a force that increased with quark separation, as shown by 
Politzer and Gross and wilczek in 1971 O ) .  Quarks were 
given a new internal quantum number - color - in addition to 
the previous quantum numbers of the earlier 3IJ (3) global 
qrouD theory: stranqeuess, isospin, electronagnetic charge,
and baryon number. 'I'he local symmetry leaving the QCD 
Lagrangian invariant under rotations in color space and 
satisfying the requirement of asymptotic freedom for the 
observed number of quark flavors turned out. to be 3U (3) 
also. The eight independent generators of 311(3) implied the 
existence of eight new massless bosons, soon called gluons, 
that coupled to the color charge on the quarks and other 
gluons.



Color was not a new concept; Sreenberg had postulated in 
1964 that quarks obeyed a parastatistics that allowed the 
existence of an S wave state with J - 3/2 and still Maintained 
Ferai statistics for the identical, spin 1/2 quarks (3). 
Introducing parastatistics was not necessary; it was equiva
lent to giving the quarks a new hidden quantum number with 
three eigenvalues. More direct experimental evidence for 
the existence of three now charges red, blue, and yellow 
could be found in the measurement of the neutral pion life
time and R, the ratio of hadronic cross section to the 
cross section for production of muons in e*e- collisions. 
The lifetime is proportional to the square of the number of 
colors, while r is equal to the sum of the charges squared 
of all quarks produced in the e+e- collision. Factors of 
nine and thre® respectively were needed to reconcile theor
etical predictions with mea sûrements of these quantities, 
showing that each flavor of quark did indeed come in three 
variet ies.

While this new concept of a color charge was verified by 
experiment, the older global sn (3) theory was running into 
another trouble area. The rates predicted by SIJ(3) for the 
decays and K«->w*‘Dv were much higher than several
measurements allowed. This led Glashow, Iliopoulos, and 
Maiani in 1970 to show how the existence of a fourth quark 
flavor could eliminate any possibility of low order weak
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interaction diagrams causing these decays (4), The exis
tence of a fourth type of quark had been conjectured soon 
after Gell-Mann's 1963 work by Tarjanne and Teplit* (5) to 
explain some features of the vector meson spectrum, and by 
Bjorken and Glashow (6) in a discussion of hadronic weak 
decay modes and the vector meson system. The two papers 
called the associated conserved quantum number for this 
quark supercharge and charm respectively, Amati et al. gave 
predictions for the new particles and their masses that 
could be expected in the S U (4) multiplets soon after the 
Tarjanne and T^plitz paper, and also observed that these 
"peculiar” particles would be produced in pairs in strong 
interactions , singly in weak ones, and decay only weakly 
(7).

The authors of the 1«7C paper saw a natural model for 
suppressing the unobserved weak decay modes in Gell-Mann's 
I960 work on weak leptonic currents. By defining a four 
component vector composed of the known lepton spinors,
♦ = (e, u » Hî » »i*># the interaction Lagrangian with a Fermi
current-current form of weak interaction for leptons may be 
written as

= - i e y (1a-<r>> r‘*vA„. - Gp/^(( vr-**.! i vrs )▼♦♦][ v r ^  lay ») t -V ] ♦ h.c. )
X T  T

where the t *. are four by four representations of the SU (2) 
group;



I 1 0 0 0 I 1 0  0 1 0  I 1 0  0 0 0 I
1 0 1 0 0 )  1 0  0 0 1 I l O O O O l

= I 0 0 - 1  0 I = I 0 0 0 0 I T- = I 1 0 0 0 I
l O O C - l )  I 0 0 0 0 I I 0 1 0 0 I

Rote that this Lagrangian contains no first order neutral 
couplings proportional to , nor are there any
couplings of a J« to a neutral boson field since heavy neu
tral weak bosons were not postulated until the Wein
berg-- Sala a theory of 19^7, Any induced neutral currents 
from J9 = will not contribute to a lepton number
changing process because the generator is diagonal.
Hadronic weak decay phenomena had been well explained by the 
conserved vector isospin hypothesis and cabibbo's later 
extension from conserved currents with SH(2) generators 
to vector currents with the SU (3) generators a* instead. 
Weak hadronic currents were of the form:

j#-* =i fw (aJJjUv?) y‘*̂ (1 + r’) *}cosa ai (m (A*»ix^)y-«*( Ity») *) s inn 
where 9 is the experimentally determined Cabibbo mixing 
angle. The sn (3) "charges" associated with these currents 
are not conserved, but they do obey equal time commutation 
relations:

Q*' = vdr , 0*"̂  = y»*dr, (Q; ,0 '̂ ] = ifî k
(Of ,Q^ } - if.^k 0^ . fo' 1 = ifijK o'I VS

where the f a r e  the SU (3) structure constants (8).
Using Gell-iann's choices for the a *- and defining a three 
component wave function v = (u , d , s) with the three quark
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spinors one gets:

I 0 cos# sin# I I 0 0 0 I
0 0 0 I ,J - ^  vr^l cos# 0 0 | (Itr*) ♦

** I 0 0 0 I i sin# 0 0 I
1 1 0  0 I

and, ±  ( J+, J- 1 = ivr-»| " -cos^e -cos#sin# |(1*irS)*
“ * I 0 -costfsin# -sinv# j .

"*he off-diagonal elements in the induced hadronic neutral 
current clearly couple the d and s quarks together to form 
strangeness changing neutral currents, either current-cur- 
rent couplings with the neutral leptonic weak current or 
minimal couplings with any neutral weak gauge bosons.

By adding a fourth quark, *-> ♦ = (c , u # s ,d) and 
using the same matrices in the current definitions as in the 
leptonic current but with the unit matrices rotated through 
the Cabibbo angle the 30(2) current generators:

1 0 o cos# -sin# I I 0 0 0 0 )
I 0 0 sin A cos# I 1 0 0 0 0 )

▼ ♦ = 1 0 0 0  0 I ▼- = I cos# sin# 0 0 |
I 0 0 0 C I |-sin# cos# 0 0 I

I cos^fltsin*# 0 r 0 I
I 0 cos*#♦sin®# 0 0 )

▼^ = I 0 0 -sin*#-cos®# C I
I 0 0 0 -sin®#-cos®o I

are obtained. The induced neutral current J» no longer has
any off-diagonal olements that can lead to strangeness
changing neutral currents and a weak decay for the K®
meson. Electromagnetic decays are still possible and lead
to a measured r (Kg ->*!♦#*-)/r (K® -> all) = 8.1x10“® (9) .



The new charmed quark allowed the quark fields to be
grouped in two left- handed doublets; ( \ / , 1

i < f \  ^matching the leptonic doublets;  ̂^  j / ^ j giving
quarks and leptons an equal footing in the su<2)xg(1> gauge 
theory, Baki saw this possibility of a correspondence bet
ween lepton and hadron fields in 1963 when proposing a 
fourth variety of hadronic field (19), The GIB paper 
pointed out the difficulties in detecting the new class of 
"charmed" particles because of the large number of hadronic 
decay modes from heavy non-charmed particles that would 
swamp any charm signature. They suggested looking in the 
cleaner environment of neutrino beams or in the e*e- storage 
rings for the leptonic decay of a now vector meson.

Measurements taken in 1972 when the Cambridge Electron 
Accelerator was briefly converted into a storage ring seemed 
to show a rise in the hadron to muon ratio R at c.m. ener
gies greater than 3 (ieV, indicatiiiq that a threshold for 
producing a new variety of hadron had been passed, but there 
was no identification of the new hadron at that time and the 
CEA program ended shortly afterward. Other attempts to see 
charm at existing fixed target facilities and new colliding 
beams at the CBPN ISP and SLAC’s SPEAR were unsuccessful 
until the end of 1974 when a group at SPEAR (11) and a group 
at the Brookhaven AGS (12) simultaneously announced the 
sighting of a narrow resonance at 3,1 GeV/c' interpreted as
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a meson consisting of a charmed and anti-charmed guark. 
Interestingly, the two groups were looking at nearly 
reversed processes; the Brookhaven experiment looked for 
e*e— pairs produced in hadronic interaction while the SPEAR 
group was measuring hadron production from e*e- interac
tions. Direct production of the resonance in e»e— annhila— 
tion indicated the of the new particle was most likely
1— ; this was later confirmed by measurements of the inter
ference of the resonance production amplitude with the
background QED amplitude for ete- -> e*e-. The narrowness 
of the 1/vk resonance, less than 70 KeV, explained the fai
lure of previous searches which had inadequate resolution to 
identify the narrow resonance structure. It turned out that 
the I/* was about 6C0 MeV/c® too light to decay into states 
containing bare charmed particles, and the Zweig quark line 
rule emphatically suppressed any other charm conserving 
strong decays.

Because of the low background and the ability to tune the 
two beams to a resonance energy the ete- colliding beam 
machines at qPEAR and DORIS became ideal locations for stu- 
dving the properties of the newly discovered class of parti- 
:;les. Various radial excitations of the J/f, were quickly 
discovered. Since the mass of the charmed quark was assumed 
to be much greater than the binding energy of a cC system 
the * family of particles was regarded as an ideal system
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for testing QCD theory, playing much the same role as the 
hydrogen spectrum did for QED.

Concurrently the large neutrino detectors starting to 
operate at CERM and Fermilab began detecting neutrino 
induced events with two oppositely charged leptons in the 
final state (13). The kinematics of these events favored 
charm production by the reactions : »d-> ♦c->s ♦

, *^*s-> u" ♦ c->s ♦ w* ♦ • and s-> ♦ c->%* s
♦ !*♦ as the source of these leptons (14) . Charm production 
in neutrino beams became a way of exploring the strange 
guark "sea** of virtual quark pairs.

Extension from 3D(3) to sn(ü) global symmetry implied 
that the multiplet families of particles would also he 
enlarged. As shown in Fig. 1 the two dimensional weight 
diagram for the lowest mass meson octet expands into a three 
dimensional 15-plet when a fourth quark is added. Gaillard, 
Lee, and aosner laid out the entire set of new particle 
spectra that could be expected with a fourth heavy quark, 
along with predictions for important decay modes and other 
properties in a review of the charm concept written just 
weeks before the announcement of the J/> discover y (15). 
The search began for new particles with C / 0.
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Although the neutrino e%perioK@nts were seeing evidence of 

bare charmed decay, the e*e- machines were the first to 
observe the new mesons directly. Sitting slightly above the 
threshold for ete- -> DO the SPEAR groups (16) determined 
the major decay modes of the pseudo-scalar Dt(1R67),D®(1863) 
mesons and the spin 1 excitation of these feu), (cd) guark 
systems, the P * t (2010) and D*®(2008) . Confirming the sto
rage ring discovery, neon-hydrogen filled bubble chamber 
exposures in the Fermilab neutrino beam observed K«« events 
in conjunction with an exiting muon at the same mass as the 
SPEAR signal (17).

A charmed baryon was first seen in the Rrookhaven bubble 
chamber in 1876, (18) and a number of experiments at the ISR
(18) have reported on charmed bar yon signals within the last 
two years. Recently the a c (2?B5) has also been seen at 
SPEAR (20). At this time only two electronic counter groups 
have reported a signal indicating production of the **P** 
meson (21) which is an isospin singlet consisting of a 
charmed and a strange quark. It has also been observed in 
neutrino induced emulsion events (22) events,

1(1 1977 a new family of vector mesons with narrow width 
at approximately 10 GeV was discovered at Fermilab (23) 
indicating that a heavier quark than charm was present. 
There have been no confirmed observations of hadrons carry-



inq the quantum number of the new quark designated "b** , as 
yet; nor has the b quark's presumed weak doublet partner, 
the *t** quark been seen at c.m, energies up to 31.6 GeV 
(2U) ,

1«

TABLE 1
Quark Propert ies

a vor charge baryon
number

spin quantity conserved by 
strong interaction

u 2/le 1/3 1/2 isospin = 1/2, I -» = 1/2
d -1/le 1/3 1/2 isospin=1/2, =-1/2
s - 1/3e 1/3 1/2 strangeness =-1c 2/3e 1/3 1/2 charm = 1b -1/3e 1/3 1/2 bottom = 1t ?? 2/3e 1/3 1/2 top = 1

Within the past year, measurements of the branching rat
ios for semi-leptonic decay at SPEAP have shown that the 
charged D meson has approximately u-6 times the lifetime of 
the neutral D, assuming that the Cabibbo favored 1=0 weak 
charged current in the g if! mechanism gives them equal semi- 
leptonic decay widths (?5). This has called into doubt the 
previous picture of only the c quark coupling to the weak 
interaction vertex with the light u or d quark only behaving 
as a spectator to the process.
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A whole new family of mesons and baryons had been discov

ered , but experiments in hadron beams remained unable to see 
any of them except for the j/^ through the dl-lepton decay 
node because of the easy identification of energetic lep- 
tons. The problem of identifying hadronical1 y produced 
charm that was forseen in the CIS paper, has been resistant 
to experimental solution.



Chapter X X  
CHABH HADSOPIIODOCTIOP PSBDICTIOIS

Production of particles containing massive quarks has 
been regarded as a process for which perturbative gCD can 
make reasonable predictions. The threshold at high energy 
for producing charmed valence quarks gives a known starting 
point for a perturbâtive expansion of the hadron fragmenta
tion fragmentation functions into charmed particles and 
other Q dependent quantities. This situation for particles 
containing heavy quarks is markedly different from previous 
hadronic physics, where particle production can be explained 
fairly well by exchange of particles lying on Regge trajec
tories, but descriptions in terms of the underlying QCO 
field theory are much more difficult because of the ease 
with which new light quarks are created.

Most theorists give an estimate of 1 - 60 for the pro
duction cross section for charmed particles at Fermilab 
energies. only the motivation for these estimates will be 
discussed instead of the detailed methods used to derive 
then. The free nature of the coupling parameters in OCD 
along with the sparse and sometimes contradictory data on 
the dynamically defined quark masses and parton distribu-

—  16 —
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tlons allow for much leeway in the final cross sections 
obtained.

Most models assume that hard scattering of the hadronic 
constituents gives the large momentum transfers leading to 
OD production in the central region. At least one experi
ment that will be discussed in Chapter TfT casts some doubt 
on this assumption. The major contihutinj QCD Feynman dia
grams of lowest order in 12v/25log (QZ/a*) include quark
annihilation (Pig. 2 b>, charmed sea quark excitation
(Fig, 2 f-i), and gluon fusion (Fig. 2 c-oï .

A group at Harvard (Roorgi, 3 lashow, Machacek, and Nano- 
poulos (76)) considered most of the simple sub-processes 
that could contribute to charm hadroproduction. In their 
analysis they did not see a way to separate charmed quarks 
that bind together to fora the charmonium states and charmed 
quarks producing D and ^ mesons or charmed baryons. They do 
state, in accord with Toffe (27) that an excitation process 
that promotes charmed quarks out of the sea and onto mass- 
shell cannot be a major contributor - the charmed sea dis
tribution has insufficient pairs, Simple light quark anni
hilation models predict a Itncose distribution for the
lopton pairs from the deca y of hadronically produced J/v^'s,
where a is the angle relative to the incident beam direc
tion. Two measurements find a value for « consistent with

17
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Figure 2
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zero. (28| Ioffe also predicts that heavy quark annihilation 
would qive

CrCi^'->e^e“)/B» ]/[ r (^->e*e-)/fl3 3
= .27a,Ot*, as opposed to the experimental determination of 
,0*5 - .12 for this ratio. In view of these results the
authors above emphasize the importance of qluon-qluou inter
actions in producinq charmed particles. The qluon-qluon 
Interactions oive rise to even parity, P wave states since 
the gluons have spin 1. Pecent results from the Coliath 
apparatus at CBRN and an ISR measurement (29% would appear 
to support this prediction; many of the observed %l/p*s were 
in coincidence with a photon from the decay of one of the 
C-even,P wave states of charmonium.

Combridge takes an opposite view and concludes that a 
flavor excitation from the se=» gc->qc or qc->gc can be a 
maior component of charm hadroproduction. He cited the work 
of Duras and Gaemers, (30) in determing the parton form fac
tors from eK and vU inelastic scattering and found that 
though the charmed sea is very small at low momentum trans
fer it increases rapidly with Q*. Combridge uses modified 
structure functions with a somewhat flatter gluon contribu
tion, obtained from high mass di-muon production, assuming 
that process is dominated by the Drell-Yan guark-antiguark 
annhilation mechanism. With these assumptions he finds pro
duction dominated by flavor excitation diagrams at energies
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not very far above threshold. Unlike the Harvard group he 
also assumes that the maiority of charmed quarks will form 
mesons with bare charm once above threshold for the process. 
Because of the snail contribution of quark annihilation 
there is little advantage to using beams of particles with 
valence anti-quarks, except near threshold. Combridge esi- 
timates that <r (»p->cctX ;s> = 1/3 fa(pp; 3/2s» t a(pp;J/2s))
on the basis of the pion containing partons fewer in number 
but at higher average momentum than those in the nucleons. 
He finds this formula is in accord with similar results from 
high P, w® production.

Another analysis of the question by Gluck, Owens and Reya 
(31) supports the Glashow group on the importance of gluon- 
gluon fusion. They find that quark annihilation or excita
tion out of the sea require a much flatter x distribution in 
the charmed sea than deep inelastic scattering data will 
support. They observe that all three diagrams of this 
nature (Fig. 2 c,d,e) are required for stt ( 3) gauge invari
ance. Instead of using the Buras and Gaeaers structure 
functions Gluck and Reya calculated their own for nucleon 
targets and likely incident beam particles, (32) deemphasiz
ing the 0 dependence of the valence quark distributions.

These predictions of heavy quark production in QCI> all 
convolute the parton distributions with the cross section
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Cor the individual subprocess and integrate from threshold, 
X, s=!*M3 to X, Xĵ = 1. It has been pointed out that this 
description of s channel resonances and background in terms 
of the crossed channels of t and u for the sub-process was 
carried over from the Reggeon exchange model into parton
physics. Production estimates rear threshold using this
duality concept should be viewed with some caution. The 
charmed guark oair may form bare charmed particles in the 
final state even if the s for the process was below UB* by 
combining with spectator quarks from the initial state (13).

P. Field pointed out that the assumption of first order 
diagrams ignores diagrams proportional to log 0 . The 
four gluon vertf*x in Fig. 2(1) is an example of such a sec
ond order process. Another process not generally considered 
Is hard scattering of light quarks that pull in a charmed 
quark from the sea to form a color singlet.

All of the proceeding references have assumed a central 
production with hard scattering of partons to dominate 
charmed meson production. Brodsky,Hazei, Peterson, and 
Sakai recently proposed a different model (34) to explain 
the large production cross sections measured away from the 
central region at TSB, They take the .1 - .S mb cross sec
tion in the diffractive region to he an indication of a sub
stantial cc component.as an intrinsic constituent of the
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nucleon instead of these pairs arising from quantum fluctu
ations. These charmed quarks are hypothesized to be at 
higher x than the lighter quarks, <*>=2/7 as opposed to the 
<x>=1/7 of the light quarks. Using these results in a sim
ple production model ac'a and D *s are expected to be pro
duced with <*>=h/7 and <x>=3/7 respectively. Brodsky et al. 
view production of charmonium states, which measurements
show is central in character, to be a different process
requiring the cc pair be nearly coexistent in phase space 
for a bound pair to form.

Bosner has given some estimates for the production rat ids 
of the charmed particles in the limit of exact SU (3) global 
symmetry, without looking at the specific production mechan
isms or absolute cross sections. Based on the spin degrees 
of freedom ne predicts that at energies away from threshold 
for charm production the mesons will be directly produced in 
the ratio F* ♦; u***:F + : b+; D® = 3; 3; 3:1:1; 1 and the charmed
baryon cross section will be 1/5< a(Be)/«(D)<1/3 . The
observed branching ratios for D* decay are BP(D*
.B, BR (D*t->Dt«0) .3, and BP (nv®->D®it® ̂V) - 1, so one
expects approximately 1.9 D® per D»» in the final state. If 
the production rates for these mesons are equal the ratio of 
D®:D*t goes up to 2,6, indicating that the branching ratios 
in D* decay force the D :D* ratio to about two and it is 
relatively insensitive to the exact production ratio. This
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allows a comparison of the results of this experiment, sen
sitive to the charged D**s, with other experimental measure
ments with some confidence.

Because of close dependence on the underlying field 
theory of interacting fermions and bosons the phenomenology 
of hadrons containing heavy quarks will in all likelihood be 
different from that of hadrons containing light quarks. 
Conflicting predictions for charm hadroproduction will only 
be resolved by experimental determination of the energy and 
beam particle dependence of the cross section along with the 
Feynman x and P dependence. Detailed studies of the dif
ferential cross sections as a function of the kinematic var
iables of inclusive production will requir? a new generation 
of experiments; at the present time observing any charm mass 
signal is a major challenge.



Chapter III 
PREVIOUS HADtOMIC CHARE SEARCHES

Positive results of hadronic charm production searches 
have been reported by groups looking for three entirely dif
ferent signals; a peak in an invariant mass distribution, 
prompt lepton production from the semi-leptonic decay of 
charmed mesons, and the appearance of short lived ( 1Q- * 2 - 
10-:4 second) particles in high resolution optical track 
detectors. In general all hadron beam charmed meson experi
ments, including this one, survey only a limited set of the 
possible charm decay products, or a small region of the 
decay phase space, or both, llf*nce in drawing conclusions 
about total cross sections from their results, assumptions 
must be made about the cross section’s dependence on kine
matic variables or the decay rates of the charmed particles 
into various final states.

Cross sections quoted from reports on these searches have
been adjusted where necessary to take into account the
latest measurements of branching ratios and lifetimes. An
overall semi-leptonic decay ratio of 8% for neutral and
charged D»s is obtained from the individual decay ratios of 
5S and 18^ respectively, in conjunction with Rosner’s pred

- 74 -
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iction described earlier of three times as many D®*s as D**s 
in the final state. The preponderance of loptons associated 
with charm decay is assumed to come from O decay modes.

There have been three générations of prompt lepton exper
iments. Two of the first generation experiments measured the 
ratio of electron to pion production at 90® in the c.m. as a 
function of transverse momentum. An experiment at Fermilab 
took data on muons produced in 30 0 GeV/c proton interactions 
using a single arm spectrometer and several hadron absorbers 
that allowed differentiation of the promut signal fro* the 
hadron decay muons (35). An experiment at the TSR observed 
electrons directly produced in pp collisions at /s = 53 GeV 
with two electron spectrometers located opposite to each 
other and at geo tn the c.m, (36), An analysis of these 
experiments by Bourquin and Gaillard (37) indicates that the 
lepton to pion ratio measurements at low Py cannot be 
accounted for by known sources of leptons in hadronic colli
sions. This leads them to infer a charm cross section of 12 
ub for DD production at <Jïï ~ 20 GeV, The lack of data in 
the P region below 1,5 GeV/c for the Fermilab data and the 
large error bars on the TSF data do not allow a convincing 
argument for charm production.

In one of the latest prompt lepton searches a series of 
experiments was conducted in the CERN SPS neutrino beam
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observing neutrinos produced in a copper target which was 
thick enough to absorb nearly all hadronic secondary parti
cles. The copper plates could be separated to give a vari- 
ble density target. Linearly extrapolating data points 
taken at several plate separations to infinite density 
allows the " prompt** signal, that is unrelated to more ordi
nary decays, to be extracted from the data. The latest data 
in this beam dump type experiment were taken in 1979 with a 
tiOO GeV proton beam. Particular attention was given in this 
run to suppression of background from decays not coming 
from the target. Experimental data was taken with three 
separate detectors in the neutrino beam simultaneously. 
There was a 3.7 m. bubble chamber filled with a neon-hydro- 
gon mixture and operated in coniunction with an external 
muon identifier. This was followed by a detector consisting 
of 500 tons of magnetized steel instrumented tor the analy
sis of reaction products from neutrino events (3d). The 
third apparatus consisted of a 100 ton marble calorimeter 
and toroidal magnet muon spectrometer (39).

Hachsmuth has analyzed the preliminary results from the 
three data samples (4^), to get a consistent result for a 
model dependent cross section for charm production. The 
ratio of to *», detected was almost 2:1 instead of the
unity expected from the semi-leptonic decay of charmed 
mesons. This possibly was caused by systematics in the



background. There is also a 3:1 asymmetry in the v *s to 
p *s detected in the bubble chamber and magnetized steel 
detectors, as opposed to the 2:1 interaction cross section 
ratio. Hachsmuth believes this to be an indication of
charmed baryon production with nearly flat x dependence. 
Assuming a 556 semi-Teptonic branching ratio for all charmed 
hadrons the three experiments get charm cross sections of 
44±12 24*10 ^b, and 5 o*t o *ib respectively from the
data. The bubble chanl>er experiment was able to detect 
events directly and measure a prompt signal that corresponds 
to a 22*6.4 ,*b charm cross section. Harhnmuth believes this 
to be the most reliable charm signal of the prompt neutrino 
measurements.

Experiments looking for a prompt muon signal have been 
conducted at Fermilab using a target, made of steel plates 
with expandable spacing and interleaved with scintillation 
counters for determing the energy in hadronic showers pro
duced in the target. The latest data sample taken using 
this target observed muons in a modular steel range detector 
and toroidal steel muon spectrometer. The apparatus could 
detect nearly all muons with x>0 and F>8 GeV, minimizing the 
dependency of cross section normalization on production 
models. With an acceptance of 39% for single prompt muons 
from charm decay a total cross section of 22*9 *&b is 
obtained for 350 G e V / c p - F e  interactions (41). An earlier

27
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version of the experiment without the muon range detector 
was run with a 400 GeV proton beam. it was triggered on a 

with >1 GeV/c to minimize contamination from well 
understood sources of muons, as suggested in the Bourguin 
and Gaillard analysis of previous experiments. Single 
prompt muon data from this experiment gives a ~ 21*5 nb
and muon pair data, requiring a more model dependent 
interpretation, gives 14*3 *jb, The cross section values 
obtained from the single muon and muon oair data are not 
inconsistent with each other. Associated production of P 
mesons, ac's, and other charmed baryons may well account for 
1/3 of charm pairs, and these other charmed hadrons will 
have smaller semi-leptonic branching rates than the lowest 
mass D*s, A branching ratio of 5-6T for all charm into lep
tonic modes is in accord with the data (42).

In a second generation prompt lepton experiment at the 
TSP two electron and one muon spectrometer at 90® to the 
colliding beams were used to look for evidence of DD produc
tion. An analysis of the data samples of ee and e** pairs 
give dflr/dy = 15*3 ^b at y=0 (43) for pair production of
charmed mesons, assuming the meson pairs arc responsible 
for the entire prompt lepton signal.

Examining cosmic ray events in emulsions, Gaisser and 
Halzen estimated a charm cross section of 30 ub (44) at
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Fermilab energies, Pecent experiments using high resolution 
optical detectors have attempted to identify charm events in 
the same manner, by the characteristic decay vertex of these 
particles which travel a measurable distance before decay
ing, The strange particles were similarly discovered 25 
years earlier by the **vee»* signature in cloud and bubble 
chamber events.

In an initial attempt at detecting charm decays optically 
an emulsion stack was exposed to CeV/c protons at Fer
mi lab. Out of nearly 1700 interactions se»n in the emulsion 
scan two anpeared to show the production and subsequent 
decay of a pair of neutral charmed particles. A charm cross 
section of 30* 20 ^b was inferred from these two events by 
the experimenters (45), A high pressure streamer chamber in 
a 359 GeV/c proton beam at Fermilab was triggered on an 
exiting muon. The experimenters reported ten events above 
the predicted background satisfying their event selection 
criteria, Intorpeting these events as charmed meson decays 
gives a charm cross section of 2 0-5C |ih (46 ) for a D life
time of 10-»* seconds. At CHRN a very small, rapid cycling 
bubble chamber was exposed to a 340 GeV/c pion beam. The 
photographic system was triggered when bubbles had expanded 
to only 40-50 |*m, giving the resolution required. The film 
was scanned for track geometries consistent with the hypoth
esis of associated production and subsequent decay of a
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charmed hadron pair. Twelve events more than the predicted 
background were observed, implying a charm cross section of 
ttO **b (47) assuming a D lifetime of 5x10-»-* sec . None of
these experiments had momentum analysis of the decay parti
cles and the bubble chamber and emulsion experiments lacked 
any particle identification.

All of the experiments described give evidence for the 
production of charmed mesons but cannot definitely ascribe 
their signal to this source. There have also been experi
ments that have looked for peaks in an invariant mass dis
tribution at the D mass. The only experiment with data that 
indicates a mass peak with over 4a significance utilized the 
Split Field Magnet at the ISR (48) . Data Cron this appara
tus were analyzed for signs of the decay n+-> with
the requi rement that the mass of one of the K* pa irs fall
within the ff*®(890) resonance. The use of this constraint
was motivated by the observation that half of the semi-lep- 
tonic decays of the D are into the X * . Additional cuts on 
the data were made by requirements on the x and ot the
triggering K- meson and on the recoil particle systems. 
This analysis gives a five standard deviation peak in the 
Kir« mass centered at 1.® 1 GeV leading to a of 150 ub
for a flat x distribution and 830 ub for a (1-x)^ production 
distribution. An assumption was made that 2/3 of the Kww 
decays goes through the K*® channel, for a branching ratio
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of 2.6*1 %. Dalit* plots of D*-> decays from SPEAB data
fail to support this assertion, and set an upper limit of 
15* for the K* decay mode. (49) If one applies the SPEAR 
results, the cross sections obtained from the SPM experi
ment's data increase by a factor of four, making them diffi
cult to reconcile with other experiments.

The experiment most similar to the present one was con
ducted by a Fermilab-Bichigan-Purdue collaboration (50) in a 
400 GeV proton beam at Fermilab. They used a double arm 
spectrometer in an attempt to see the Kw decay from D's
produced in a thin segmented target. The apparatus had
excellent mass resolution (8.5 MeV at 2 GeV and 12 BeV at 
the 3.1 G«=*V J/p mass) but failed to find a significant peak 
even with 10K events per 10 BeV/c* mass bin in the K-n 
invariant mass plot. using a 4a criterion this experiment 
set an upper limit on the D cross section of 76 ub. In 
their report the experimenters concluded that brute force 
techniques were not likely to succeed in enhancing the sig
nal to noise ratio in invariant mass plots because of the
combinatoric background from the non-charmed hadronic pro
cesses that have a cross section at least a thousand times 
greater. A way of enriching the charm signal would have to 
be found.
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An experiment with an enrichment technique was performed 

at Brookhaven with a three arm spectrometer looking for D*'s 
from exclusive associated production of a charmed baryon. 
Be, rear threshold with a mass of roughly 2,6 G e V . The 
third arm was installed to detect the low energy pions that 
would be produced nearlv at rest in the c.n, from the D**-> 
D«w* decay, while the other two arms viewed the Kw decay of 
the D as in the previously mentioned experiment. The third 
arm requirement decreased the trigger rate by a factor of 
fifty and offline analysis requiring the Q-value tor the D* 
decay be consistent with the 5.7 Kev value measured at SPKATl 
gave a further factor of three improvement in signal to 
noise despite the crude f*5 MeV) 0-value resolution from the 
third arm. Rased on a 4 standard deviation criterion an 
upper limit of 5.1 ub for a(«N -> D*- ♦ X) was deduced (51) .

A recent report of charm photoproduction observed in the 
Fermilab wide band photon beam (52) shows the validity of 
this approach. A very clean 7 standard deviation signal in 
D -> Kw is observed by looking for D* -> D®w decay and then 
requiring that 3<q <r ,5 MeV for this reaction. without this 
0- va 1ue cut the D®->K-#* signal has a three standard devia
tion significance.



Chaptec IV 
THE SPECTBOHBTEBS

In order to search for D* hadroproduction at Fermilab 
energies we constructed the three arm spectrometer apparatus 
shown in Fig. 3. It was constructed with two identical nar
row acceptance arms capable of analyzing and identifying 
particles with momenturn from 5 - 36 QeV/c and a third arm
with nearly 100% acceptance for particles from 1-3 GeV/c 
emitted within a 50 mrad cone about the incident beam direc
tion. u The two spectrometers for analyzing the high motnen- 
tum particles were designated Left and Right, looking down
stream from the experimental target. The fast arms had two 
Cerenkov counters, one c.(\ threshold counter and one PREON 
114 differential counter, both at atmospheric pressure, for 
K-ir-p separation. Segmented steel muon filters following 
these two arms enabled muons to be identified and thus 
allowed the use of j/p production and decay to monitor beam 
flux and calibrate the mass scale of the two fast arms. The 
slow arm had no particle identification. The results of 
Monte Carlo studies of acceptance of decay products as a 
function of the and x of the parent t>* are shown in
Fig. 4. These studies indicated the optimum acceptance for 
the fast arms was at an opening angle of 15 0 mrad. Assuming
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an invariant production cross section proportional to 
(1-1 m l ) I P *  ) a total acceptance of 3.5*.1 x 10-® is 
obtained from the Monte Carlo,

The two arm design with small acceptance reduced the 
probability of more than one particle being present in 
either fast arm per interaction. This allowed particle 
identification with little ambiguity both for the fast trig
ger logic and in later off-line analysis. space limitations 
dictated the construction of shorter spectrometer arms than 
were used in the Permilab-Hichigan-Purduo experiment. This 
resulted in a mass resolution only half as good for the two 
body D® decay in this experiment. However, the resolution 
of the D* decay 0-value was nearly an order of magnitude 
better than the previous experiment at Drookhaven, which did 
not have wire chambers in the third arm. A .5** ( ,0 3
nuclear absorbtion length ) beryllium target was used to 
minimize multiple coulomb scattering within the target that 
could degrade Q-value resolution below the inherent resolu
tion of the apparatus.

The analyzing magnets for the fast arms were Fermilab 
BH109*s, which had 77” long poles and an aperture opened to 
12” X 24” . Flux returning shield plates were Installed on 
both the upstream and downstream ends of these magnets. 
They were cabled in series and excited with 245C A during
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the entire run. Flip coil measurements made at this current 
gave flu* integrals of 950 kS-in. * corresponding to a Pj. of 
650 BeT/c, These measurements were within a percent of the 
values obtained from fits using data containing well known 
resonances. Variations in the from these magnets caused 
by inhomoqeneities in the field were fit to a form, 
Bcosh (y/a)cos (x/a), established by detailed studies done by 
a Fermilab group. Pits of field measurements of the BHl09*s 
in this experiment gave values of n =-.0012 MeV/c, and a = 
2.6" . The field deviations for the track positions at the 
entrance and exit of the BM109 were averaged to form the 
correction applied to the data, with a maximum correction of 
about 1.8% to the of the BM1^9. The slow arm magnet was 
obtained from Qrookhaven National Laboratory (labeled Henry 
Higgins for unknown reasons), Tt was a 48" dipole with 22" 
X 34" aperture. A flux return plate was installed only on 
the downstream side of this magnet, and a lead collimator 
with steel sides was inserted into the field volume to pre
vent the slow arm from directly viewing the target. These 
two factors caused the magnetic center to he offset from the 
center of the pole pieces. Henry Higgins was excited with 
790 A giving a field integral of 600 kG-in., equivalent to a 

of 408 M eV/c. All three magnets were oriented to bend 
particles in the vertical (Y) direction. Both magnet power 
supplies were continuously monitored by the Fermilab Proton 
beam-line control system, and also monitored locally with a
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digital voltmeter attached to 55 mV shunts in the power sup
plies.

Each fast arm had five hodoscopes for all tracks plus a 
pair of counters located behind each of the three muon fil
ter segments. Four of these hodoscopes were required in the 
fast trigger logic and were used for track reconstruction. 
The fifth hodoscope was tilted 26.5® from the vertical, giv
ing a stereoscopic view for matching X and Y track views 
when more than one track was found in an arm. Both Y vlow
ing hodoscopes were located after the aaalyzing magnet and 
were used to determine a particle's sign and make a rough 
momentum selection. The two X viewing hodoscopes were 
located in front of the first Cereukov counter and behind 
the analyzing magnet respectively forming a long road for 
the track reconstruction program. All hodoscope scintilla
tors in the fast arms were contracted of I/ft” plastic scin
tillator material (NEItO) and used RCA 8575 (or functional!y 
equivalent) photomultipliers. The tubes were run with a 
negative high voltage set to give a peak for minimum ioniz
ing particles of 12Q mV into 5fu, an operating point deter
mined by plateau curves taken for esch hodoscope. The muon 
scintillation counters used RCA 6655 photomultipliers that 
were run with positive high voltage.
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There were two atmospheric pressure gas Cecenkov counters 

in each fast arm. The light collecting optics of both
counters were segmented to improve off axis collection effi
ciency. This segmentation, into independent upper and lower 
cells, reduced background counts and allowed particle iden
tification when there was more than one particle present in 
an arm.

The C(\ filled threshold counter was located in the 
BM1C9 analyzing magnet, conserving space and preventing low 
momentum electrons from interfering with its operation. It 
had a threshold near GeV/c for pions and was thus used to 
sejarate pions of women turn greater than 9 GaV/c from other 
particles both in the trigger logic and in off-line analy
sis. The gas cell for the Cerenkov radiator was constructed 
from black phenolic to prevent eddy currents or vibration in 
this counter induced by ripple in the magnet power supply.
A 10 6eV/c pion gave an average of 8 photoelectrons. The 
PC A 8859 5** photomultiplier tubes used to observe the Ceren
kov light were operated with positive high voltage bases to 
minimize leakage currents from the tube envelope to the sur
rounding magnetic shields. Construction details for this 
counter may be seen in Fig. 5.

A differential counter of the type proposed by V. Fitch 
(S3) was also incorporated into each fast arm, in front of
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the analyzing magnet. These counters were filled with PREON 
119 (dichloro-difIworo-ethane). Their threshold behavior 
allowed separation of protons from kaons above 11 GeV/c, and 
pions from kaons in the 9 -10 GeV/c region. FREON 119, 
although it has a largo index of refraction (1.00135> and is 
non-flammable, had a disadvantage in comparison with high 
refractive index hydrocarbon gases that could have been 
used. Its chlorine content was the largest single source of 
multiple scattering in the fast arms, a price paid for saf- 
e ty.

To achieve the particle separation required in this 
experiment it was not necesary to use the differential fea
tures of this counter. Correspondingly, only the sum of the 
pulse heights from the photomultipliers was used to give a 
threshold signal. These counters were constructed of alumi
num with vinyl windows. They used the same tubes and bases 
as the threshold counters. Differential counter optical 
layout and some construction details are shown in Pig. 6.

The drift chambers in the fast arms used a configuration 
with one sense wire and three drift wires between two ground 
planes as shown in Fig, 7. The 1/2" drift distance cells 
were used in chambers OT and 2X, which were expected to have 
the highest rates. The field from this arrangement was 
investigated numerically- and checked using teledeltos paper.
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The chambers could be plateaued routinely to better than 99% 
efficiency with a beta source. There were no problems with 
efficiency or drift time linearity as shown in Pig, 8, 
Except for 3Y" each chamber had two planes, staggered by 
half a cell width to resolve left—right ambiguity.

All the chambers in the experiment were run on a 50-50% 
(by volume) mixture of argon and ethane, Results of tests 
published in reference (54) have shown this gas mixture to 
have good velocity saturation characteristics. The maximum 
drift time with this mixture was about 450 ns in the 1" 
cells. As a test, a chamber filled with the argon-ethane 
mixture was exposed to a high intensity beta source for two 
weeks. No degradation In efficiency was observed, showing 
there was no requirement, to include hazardous solvents in 
the gas to prevent radiation induced polymerization of the 
ethane. The gas was mixed locally using rtatheson 6^3 flowm
eters and precision needle valves that had bean chocked for 
temperature sensitivity. Using the flowmeter calibration 
curves and the advertised accuracy of the individual flowme
ters the the variation in the mixture is estimated to be 
less than 3'i. There was a pressure alarm warning when gas 
flow in the chambers ceased but no monitor of the mixture 
ratio.
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Figure 7
PRINCETON DRIFT CHAMBER CELL CONFIGURATION E302/567

Ï • I ‘ Î : groundfoil— »--Ï j g  planes
\ . . .K..

12 wires/inch sense wire drift wire
I"

(b)
groundplanesfoil

10 wires/inch sense wire drift wires

sense wires * .8 mil gold ploted tungsten 
drift wires: 5mil Be-Cu 
groundplone wires : 5 mil Be— Cu
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Figure 8

TYPICAL PRINCETON DRIFT CHAMBER EFFICIENCIES 
AND TIME VS. DISTANCE
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The drift chamber amplifier shown in Piq. 9 is a modifi

cation of the circuit described in reference (55). The 
dead time was Increased to 250 ns after the pulse from the 
sense wire to eliminate circuit refirinq that had been 
observed in previous operation. The output capacitors were 
bypassed and the output line driver terminated to -5.2V 
through 33fHi pulldown resistors to qive the complementary 
ECL level signal required by the time digitizing system used 
by this experiment. The 733 video amplifier integrated cir
cuits were vulnerable to sparking in a chamber, but under 
normal operating conditions the chamber mounted amplifier 
boards were trouble free.

A difficulty in the fast arm drift chamber system arose 
in the four separate chamber packages that constituted ULY 
and hSY, the l a r g e s t  chambers in the experiment. Although 
these chambers had a cell configuration identical to the 
other chambers with 1" drift regions, each displayed a 
markedly lower drift velocity than the 20 other chambers in 
the fast arms when all were operated at the same voltage. 
An obvious explanation, gas impurity, would also have caused 
a change in the plateau voltage, which was not observed. It 
was necessary to run these chambers at about 41(^0 V/in ( as 
opposed to 35007/in ) so the drift times from these chambers 
would fall entirely within the range of the drift time digi
tizers, Since a separate calibration was made for each
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chamber this was not an inconvenience. The fast arm drift 
chamber system had an accuracy of .028" point as determined 
by residuals from fits to straight through tracks.

All the components in the slow pion arm except the magnet 
were designed and constructed at Saclay. As shown in 
Fig. 10, the spectrometer was built in two symmetric seg
ments about the horizontal median plane to analyze low 
momentum particles of either charge. There were two hodo
scopes with horizontal elements in each sequent. They were 
used in the triggering logic and the track reconstruction 
program. The eight elements in each hodoscope were sized 
and placed so that roads were formel pointing back to the 
center of the analyzing magnet. There wer= no hodoscopes in 
this arm giving inforiration on the X-positions of the 
track s.

The drift chambers used graded potential cells with two 
anodes per cell 1.5 mm apart to resolve left-right ambiguity 
in the hit location. The wires in the middle X chambers 
were tilted 7® from the vertical to facilitate matching 
tracks found in the X and Y views. Details of the contrac
tion of these chambers may be found in reference (56), as 
well as the circuitry for their amplifiers, which were 
designed around the 10215 ECL line receiver. The drift 
chamber amplifiers used in this arm were separate from the
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ECL line drivers so a capability of digitizing three bit 
times on a mice with one stop signal was readily imple
mented. This multiple hit capability was installed on the 
twelve wires in the slow arm which had the highest rates. 
Slow arm chamber resolution was determined to bo .014”,

All particles detected in this arm were assumed to be 
pions, '̂ he near equality of countirvj rates in the two seg
ments, reflecting nearly equal numbers of positive and nega
tive particles, indicates that proton contamination of the 
pion sample in the slow arm cannot have been too great, 
since many more p's than %r's would be expected from the har- 
yonic target. Inclusive production measurements at Js = 23 
GeV in p-p collisions give a p:p ratio of about 7;1 (57). 
However, mis-identified protons will contribute to the back
ground to the desired reaction. It has been proposed that 
any future running with this apparatus impleaent either time 
of flight particle separation or an aerogel Cerenkov counter 
to separate pious from protons.

There was no particle identification of the incident beam 
since pions could be expected to form the vast majority of 
secondary particles from the production target, and the beam 
flux was to high to allow identification of individual par
ticles. However a Cerenkov counter in the beam line filled 
with helium at half atmospheric pressure was used to detect
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abnormally large particle bunches in the beam time struc-_ 
ture, since the apparatus would not function well in the 
extremely high instantaneous rates sometimes extracted from 
the main ring.
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TABLE 2 

Spectrometer Hodoscopes

number of elements

fast £ion-kaon arms
FIX 
FIIX 
BhX 
BIY 
B U Y  
uT
m IItfllT 

Slow pion arm 
OP (DOWN) T Y

UP (DOWN)TIY

11tcorn ers 
8 
n  
16
2
2
2

8

element
size
(in)

1x20 
1x20.25 1.5x30 
3x13 

4.5x17 
12x48 
12x48 
12x48

arm coordinate 
(from magnet) 

z Y
( in)

photomultiplier
tube

-205 
-55 
64 
71 
107 

231 
26 2 
243

0
3
0
n1

1.97,2.95,2.95, 117 (->90
3.98,3.98,3.98,3.98,

4.92x22 ,8 
4,51,5.91,5.91, 157 (->120

7.29,7.29,7.29,7.89,
9.85x22.8

PCA 8575 
PCA 8575 
FMI 9813KB 
DCA 8575 
RCA 8575 
tCA 6655 
RCA 6655 
RCA 6655

AMP XP2C20

AMP XP2020



TABLE 3
Drift Chamber Characteristics
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number of cell active area arm coordinate
drift cells width wid th height (from magnet)

Z Y(in.) (in.) (in.)
Fast pion-Jcaon arms

cx 11 1 6 12 -255 0
OY 11 2 6 12 -252 0
IX 8 2 9 15 -212 n
1Y 15 2 9 16 -209 0
2X 19 1 11 22 -93 0
2Y 39 2 10 22 -91 0
3X 11 2 12 38 HÜ 0
3Y 37 2 14 38 85 c
3*Y 1 6 2 30 30 89.5 c
UY 55 2 18 56 190 c

Slow plgn arm (2 anodes/cell 1̂ ,̂ mtn a pa rt>
C U (D> Y 22 2 .05 20.8 66. 1 (-) 22.7
nu (D) X 20 2.05 18 69.9 (-) 22.7
ID (D) Y 28 2.05 26 89.4 (-) 29.C
in (D) X 24 2.0*̂ 2 2.9 90.3 (-) 29.0
2n (D) X 2R 2.05 26. 3 112.5 (-) 34.9
2U(D) Y 14 2.05 34. 9 113.5 (-) 34.9



Chapter V 
TUB PIOI BBAII

This experiment was mounted in the Formilab High Inten
sity Area in the Proton West line. The buried beam line and
experimental hall (Fig. 11) were designed to handle secon
dary beams of Sx 10'® from 10 '^ primary protons on the tar
get, All the magnets were conventional dipoles and guadru- 
poles with power supplies energized in synchronism with the 
main ring cycle.

The accelerator HF system caused protons extracted from 
the Fermi lab main ring to arrive in 1 ns wide bunches every 
18.6 ns. The negative secondary beam used by this experi
ment was produced by the primary proton beam striking a 1” 
square beryllium target 12” (one nuclear interaction length 
) long. The secondary particles were bent out of the target
box by a 20* dipole that selected the desired charge secon
dary beam and dispersed the momentum components of that beam 
horizontally. After the magnet an 18* conical collimator 
with a 9.8 ^sr aperture absorbed primary protons that had 
not interacted in the target, and also absorbed secondary 
particles with less than .6 of the central transmission 
momentum of the dipole-collimator combination,

-  54 -
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Figure 14
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Using the hadron production models of Bourquin and Gail

lard (58) for the inclusive production of negative pions in 
p-p interactions, one gets da/dpdo = 19 «b-sr-'-GeV/c

IPiiOO
for UOO Ge?/c incident protons. with the production target
used this gives dN/dpdoj = 1,3x10** sr” *-GeV/c -* «*“*s per

Ipiubo
10*3 protons. At an angle of 0® the #-:K-;p production 
ratio is 20:6:1.

Pig. 12 shows the rest of the beam lin^, which was con
figured with a triplet and bend after the target box to 
focus the highly chroma tic beam onto a • long adjustable 
horizontal collimator, the momentum slit, which passed par
ticles in the selected range of moinenti» to th»'» beam optics 
following it. These optics consisted of a triplet forming 
the front conjugate focus, a foe using-def ocusing transport 
channel with a l.h nr bend for reducing decay muons from the 
beam, and finally a triplet for the final focus of the beam 
onto the experimental target. This quadrupolo triplet was 
run asymmetricaIIv to minimize the beam profile on the tar
get, The beam spot measured at the target post ion was rout
inely kept at less than 1** FWHM in both diinensions. Parti
cle fluxes measured at the experimental hall by the beam 
counter a re shown in Pig. 19. since the beam Cerenkov coun
ter was not used for identifying the incident beam particles 
during this experiment there was no restriction placed on 
the parallelism of the beam after the final triplet. Typi-
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cal horizontal and vertical profiles from a computer model 
of the beam tune are shown in Fig. 13.

Segmented wire chambers were available at six locations 
in the line for monitoring the beam position. An ion cham
ber calibrated by foil activation was mounted immediately 
before the experimental target for integrating the total 
incident flu* of charged particles, Trimming dipoles were 
available for correcting slight shifts caused by changes in 
the primary proton beam tune. *^he entire system, along with 
the power supplies for the spectrometer analyzing magnets 
was controlled and monitored by the Proton Area MAC compu
ter system.

The acceotance bite, aP/P, of the adjustable momentum 
slit was kept near the middle of the 1 - 10< range availa
ble. The slit aperture was varied as necessary witn the 
proton beam intensity so sufficient pions impinged on the 
experimental target for triggering interactions to fill the 
data buffer. Generally 5x10** protons per pulse were 
requested from the main ring to get 6.5 x 10▼ pions per 
pulse at our experimental target. The secondary beam inten
sity was very sensitive to strall shifts of the primary pro
ton beam on the production target, requiring variations in 
the requested number of protons.
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Toward the end of our data run large aperture, low cur

rent toroids were installed and powered in the P Vest beam 
line. These muon spoilers were designed to bend away from 
the detectors in the experimental hall muons originating 
from decays of secondary beam particles that formed a halo 
about the beam pipe. They decreased the sinoles rates in 
the muon counters by a factor of 13 but had no significant 
effect on this experiment.



Chapter fl 
TBteCBB ftHD DATA COILECTIOB

In setting up the fast trigger logic all scintillation 
counter voltages were adjusted to give a 12C mV output into 
50u for minimum ionizing particles, and then pulse arrival 
times matched to within one ns for elements within a given 
hodoscope. The signal from each tube was split 10 ;1,
with the high output discriminated at 50 aV In stock LeCroy 
octal and guad discriminator units set to give 1C ns wide 
SIM logic signals. The low level output from the passive 
splitter went to a 9:1 linear fan-in and then a lOx ampli
fier for input to the pulse height monitoring ADC.

T h r e s h o U  and differential Cerenkov counter PM tube vol
tages were set to give a single photoelectron peak at 20 aiV. 
These PM outputs also went through 10:1 passive splitters 
with the outputs from the two tubes in a threshold counter 
going to a linear fan-in, the output of which was discrimi
nated at a 30 mV level to give a trigger logic signal and 
the low level sent to the APC's after a 10x amplification. 
The differential counter information was not used in the 
trigger logic, so the high level output from the splitter

—  62 —
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was sent directly to an ADC and the low level amplified and 
then discriminated to qive a loqic signal for setting a pat
tern bit.

standard h i m logic units were used to define the follow
ing logic conditions from the cerenkov and hodoscope discri
mina tor outputs (all right arm and down signals mirrored 
left and up) ;

LBPT = PTL: » U BOLv • S BIL^ • ^ S H U
UP ^ i; (UPT)^ # (IJPTT)̂
TC = Threshold Counter 
Ml = E(ull t uIII* ♦ allll) > 1 
ns = UP t DOWN 
L*B = LBFT-RTCHT .

Coincidences between specified counters in BIY and B U Y  
hodoscopes gave handing angle information which indicated a 
particle’s charge and also allowed a crude momentum determi
nation that could be used in the fast trigger. Two 10x10
Fast coincidence arrays for each fast arm were employed to
define the logic signals and . Monte Carlo stu
dies determined which coincidences were desired to select 
particles with '*>*' CeV/c.

Using these logic variables the data triggers for the 
experiment could be implemented:

D* = (L*R)«(TC^ • TCn>«( UP*(Pl-k.̂ ♦ Pl*«-*TCi ) ♦
DOWN.(P^^#TC^ ♦ Pi.^*rC,i)î «ns» (TC,_’-TCft>

u ~ (L»R) • ( •
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These are shown schematically in Fig. 15 , The D* trigger 
shown was used for a majority of the data. It selected 
events that could be the expected decay modes of the charged 
D**s; f K t w - V ” and fK-w+l»t, where the bracketed particles 
are those analyzed in the two fast arms. A trigger that 
required an oppositely charged and a particle of either
sign in the slow arm was used for 12% of the data analyzed. 
Less restrictive triggers were used as required for system 
checkout and alignment data. Most of the logic variables 
were continuously scaled so trigger efficiencies could be 
monitored from run to run and any problems with the appara
tus and or trigger logic quickly recognized. A scaler read
out for a sample run is shown in Table h. Quantities are
normalized by the incident flux measured in the ion chamber 
located at the target.

TABLE It 
RUN 1R2 Scalers

D* triggers .P5S
M * M . F* 6 Ü
ris 758
L«R 1.8
P l’ R ' .37
P k’ ft* . 2 U
(per 105 pions incident)
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Studies of trigger rates and reconstruction efficiencies 

showed that the experimental apparatus was swamped by high 
instantaneous beam fluxes, and was subject to high multipl
icity splashes in the hodoscopes and chambers behind the 
fast arm analyzing magnets. These problems were ameliorated 
by using the output of the beam Cerenkov counter, discrimi
nated at a level corresponding to five particles in a RP 
bunch, to veto the trigger signal. A multiplicity greater 
than two in either PII hodoscope would also veto the signal 
for that arm.

The status of all logic signals, counter timing and pulse 
heights, wire drift times from the chambers, scalers, and 
fixed run information were logged for each event by a CAM AC 
based data acquisition system. iqgers from the fast logic
system within the spill gate set by accelerator timing sig
nals and the readout system dead time gate initiated a scan 
of the CAMAC system into the buffer memory. The trigger was 
also the stop signal for the CAM AC T DC’s, the drift chamber 
timing system, and the sampling gate for the CAMAC ADC chan- 
ne Is and logic pattern words. All data inputs to the CAMAC 
system except for the drift chamber signals were delayed by 
132 ns with coaxial cable to allow for signal propagation 
time through the trigger logic. Chamber stop signals were 
timed in separately for each of the nine readout modules.
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TABLE 5 
CAMAC Event- Format

Dat a
Fixed run data 
Pattern words 

TDC 's 
ADC's 

Scalers
Drift chamber time digitizers

Words

200

g 
11
72
72
2»

I - 905, 
average

Approximately 2 ms were required to readout the 350 - h50 
16 bit words in an event leading to deadtime losses of 1 5 -  
30%, depending on the spill length and quality of the deliv
ered beam. The number of events stored in the memory each 
spill varied between 36 - hA depending on the number of
drift wires active in the events, which was a function of 
the instantaneous intensities encountered. Oata were accu
mulated during periods of half second and one second spills 
from the accelerator, Some hO% fewer extraneous chamber and 
counter hits were recorded in data taken during one second 
spill operation.

For maximum reliability and flexibility no on-line fil
tering or compression of data was done. All information 
from the CAMAC data logging system was stored in a buffer
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memory and subsequently written to tape. The buffer size 
limited the number of events that were desired in a spill. 
Under the optimum conditions of one second spill and stable 
beam intensity, an event rate three times as great could 
have been accepted without degrading track reconstruction 
capability. Since a large amount of the data was taken 
under adverse conditions this limitation on the number of 
triggers per pulse that could be recorded was not a severe 
restriction. By using a data acquisition system independent 
of a computer we were not dependent on hardware and software 
relability and also had an independent backup if the primary 
tape system failed. Fortunately, this redundancy was not 
required since the system was reliable. One tape drive mal
function caused the loss of data accumulated for approxi
mately half a day.

The 16Kx16 bit core memory was dumped onto 9 track, 800 
bpi tape in four RK tape character records when all 16K were 
full or at the end of the spill. An HP2116B computer moni
tored the first UK words of each spill written into the buf
fer and accumulated performance data on all of the over 1000 
signals available from the apparatus and logic. In addition 
it performed system functions such as CAMAC system resets 
and maintaining scaler information. The information flow in 
the data acquisition system is shown in Pig. 16.
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The commercially built drift chamber time digitizers 

turned out to be the most troublesome pieces of equipment in 
the system. These were designed to digitize, with eight 
binary digits precision, the time between separate channel 

start signals from the drift chamber amplifiers and a common 
stop signal from the trigger logic. The module complemented 
these eight bits to give the drift time vs. distance rela
tionship, and put the channel number in the high order eight 
bits of the sixteen bit data word. The packing density of 
®6 digitizers in a triple width CAMAC module was far too 
high. The power requirements for each module necessitated 
the use of external power leads and careful ventilation. 
Another contributor to the unreliable behavior of these nine 
units was the serial readout ot all the channels within a 
TDC module in one chain, allowing one bad channel to block 
the information from all those following it.

The modules were initially adjusted to give approximately 
3.3 ns per count. «‘ach channel was individually calibrated 
eventually because of channel to channel variations within a 
module. There were slow drifts with time in many modules* 
calibration and one module was subject to major erratic 
shifts within short time spans. Fortunately the two plane, 
staggered cell design used in the fast arm chambers con
strained the sum of drift times for events with hits in both 
planes and allowed these shifts to be detected and corrected 
in off-line analysis.
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ADC and TDC pedestals were determined from tapes written 

with a puiser trigger at roughly ton day intervals. Correc
tion sets derived from these tapes were applied to the coun
ter data in off-line analysis.



Chapter TII 
TRACK SECOHSTROCrXOM AKD DATA AKALTSIS

Initial and secondary analysis of the data were carried 
oat on the Fermi lab CYBER 175 computer system, A D* event
with a track found in each spectrometer arm or a muon event
with tracks In the two fast arms was written onto high den
sity secondary tapes for further analysis. Event data saved 
included ADC and TDC readouts with pedestals subtracted, 
pattern words, scalers, and the coordinates of chamber 
points for the reconstructed tracks. Processed data, such 
as expected scintillation counter timing, were also 
recorded.

The reconstruction routine for fast spectrometer arm 
tracks was developed and tested in the analysis of Brookha- 
ven AGS Experiment 69ü with the intent of utilizing it for 
the analysis of the primary data tapes in this experiment
also. The program started by defining roads that could
contain a track using the scintillation counter position 
Information and the t a r g e t .  If a track was detected in only 
one plane of a drift chamber a point was defined, and if 
both pianos in a chamber registered hits, a line through 
them was defined. The track finding process was controlled 
by 34 vectors determining the order in which chambers were

- 72 -
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searched for points and lines that lay within the roads 
capable of forming line segments between chambers. As 
information on a possible track was accumulated roads 
through chambers not yet searched were narrowed. Success or 
failure in finding acceptable points in the chamber pair 
being searched indicated the direction of the vector to the 
next pair to be searched. As experience was gained with the 
track finding process, the program flow was readily changed 
by changing the pointers in the flow vectors, insuring the 
most likely searches were conducted first and eliminating 
searches that were usually futile.

The program started track reconstruction with the Y view 
line segment after the RM109 analyzing magnet. Tf success
ful, it constructed a road between the target and the seg
ment intercept at the center of the BMlOh, and a line seg
ment through the three chambers in the front of the a m  was 
searched for hits to reconstruct the entire track Y view. 
After finding the Y view of a track the program would 
attempt to find the X view, which was somewhat simpler since 
there was no bend point to prevent a straight road from 
being constructed between the target and the Y hodoscope 
close to the last X viewing chamber. Up to two separate 
tracks in each fast arm could be reconstructed. The hodo
scope tilted at 26,5*» was used to match X and Y views when 
more than one track was reconstructed in an arm.
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The tracks in the slow spectrometer arm were found in an 

analogous manner, although there was no information about 
these tracks' positions before the magnet in that arm. 
First pass analysis assumed a straight line segment through 
the center of the target and the center of the magnet that 
joined with a line segment found through the Y view cham
bers. Roads for the Y view were formed by the collimator
aperture and the trigger counter pairs, but the only const
raints for line segments in the X view came from the magnet
aperture f*100 mrad) and the intercept at the target plane
( ± 8 . 8  cm.). X and Y views of reconstructed tracks were
required to be within .45 cm. of each other in the middle X
viewing chamber in which the wires were at a 7® stereo
angle. This meant that any track in the X view that con
tained only two chamber noints had to have one of them in
the central chamber. A track in this arm had to have at
least five points to be considered successfully recon
structed, Tjp to four tracks in a single event could be 
reconstructed in this arm, two for each partiel® polarity.

The track finding progam was tested with tapes written 
using simple apparatus triggers and the analyzing magnets 
off. The usual target positioned 6C .1" in front of Henry 
fTiggin's center was replaced by a 1 cm, aluminum cube at 
the center of that magnet for aligning the slow arm. Indi
vidual sense wire positions were determined using these 
straight through tracks.
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Track finding efficiency was excellent for the fast arms, 

averaging 75% for tracks that warranted a full attempt at 
reconstruction by satisfying some crude momentum and vertex 
conditions. Reconstruction efficiency for the slow arm, at 
79%, was somewhat less because of the fewer chamber planes 
a variable.

All subsequent analysis was carried out with the secon
dary tapes generated by the track finding program. An aver
age of 8000 reconstructed everts were written onto a secon
dary file from each primary run tape, in analyzing the data 
it was seen that a # ÂT and ♦(102'') peaks could be observed in 
the pir and single arm KtK~ particle mass spectra (Pigs, 
17,18), and tapes were generated of «events that met the 
selection criteria for these particles in addition to the 
tapes that contained the D* and di-muon events. Three gen
erations of D* tapes were generated from the secondary 
tapes. The tertiary tapes coutainod 555 thousand events 
with identified system tracks satisfying a target vertex
requirement that rejected 42% of the events. The quaternary 
tapes held 131 thousand Kn* events from the tertiarios with 
the additional cut; H (Kirw) - « (Kw) - M (ir) < 25 HeV/c* . The 
final sample consisted of 2o thousand events with 2 < M(K«ir) 
- H (Kw) -M (v) < 9 MeV/cz. After this last file was gener
ated a test was made on approximately 30% of the data on the 
secondary tapes to insure that corrections to the analysis
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Figure 17
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Figure 18
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added after the tertiary tapes were written did not substan
tially effect the results. Less than a one percent change 
in the events per bin was noted in the K, mass spectra from 
the primary runs in this test data compared with the same 
primary runs in the final sample. Hence, no effort was made 
to re-analyze all the secondary tapes.

Observation of the .TA'* peak in the opposite charge di- 
muon mass spectrum (Fia. 1Ua),qave us confidence that the 
two fast arms were working correctly. The a and X  peaks 
seen in the mass spectra obtained from a fast arm proton and 
a slow arm pion (Fig. 17) showed the fast arms and slow arm 
were properly coordinated. In addition, these p, peaks were 
useful for detecting any systematic differences in momentum 
calibrations between the two fast arms and the the two sec
tions of the slow pion arm, UP (positive) and DOWS (nega
tive), since the y vertex position of the fast particle was 
used to determine the slow arm track slope before the ana
lyzing magnet.

'̂ he u*u~f Pw» K+K-, mass spectra also allowed a determi
nation of the four magnetic field parameters; the three mag
net Pĵ * s and the offset of the magnetic bending center from 
the pole piece center in Henry Higgins. The sum of the two 
B11G9 Pj^*s was set by requiring the correct mass, since
this was sensitive to the average of the muons* mo.nenta# and

78
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Figure 19
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the Cast arm momentum was directly proportional to the ^  in 
that a rm. When analyzing events with two tracks recon
structed in an arm, a a peak could be seen in the di-kaon 
spectrum available from both fast arms. Since np = / P , e , 
with the opening angle o of the kaons determined by Henry 
Higgins* Pj. and P, , linearly dependent on the BM109
value in that a m ,  fixing the two arm average * peak gave a 
value for Henry Higgins* . Requiring the two arms give
the same a mass fixed the deviations from the average of the 
two BMi'iP values.

With the P^*s fixed by this procedure the shift in the 
magnetic center of Henry Higgins was then determined to be 
1, d** upstream of the physical center by reguiring that the 
vertex of all two track events coincide with the target. 
Tater studios have included information obtained from a 
field map made with a hand held Hall probe, and have shown
that the offset depends on the horizontal position of a
track at the magnet * s exit. The offset value was changed to
1.2*^” for tracks within the geometric acceptance of the slow
pion spectrometer.



Chapter TITI 
AHftLTSIS BESOLTS A«D COICLOSIOES

This erperiaent was designed to be sensitive to the decay 
sequence: D*+ -> DO,t , , and Its charge conju
gate, The invariant quantities ve chose to examine for the 
signature of these decays were the K« mass in the two fast 
arms and tho difference between the K«w system mass and the 
sum of the K, mass and well known « mass. The second quan
tity is the g-va lue for the D* -> K«w reaction. These two 
variables were independent of each other. other possibili
ties such as the three body K** invariant, mass and the slow 
pi on moaentuv in the c.m. frame of the Kw* system were 
investigated, but no advantage was seen in using them. His
tograms and scat terplots were fit using the maximum likeli
hood method and assuming a Poisson distribution of the 
observed number of events in a histogram bin about the true 
value described by the background and peak functions. The 
CEHH computer library program MINUIT was utilized for the 
maximization.

Functions describing the backgrounds were investigated in 
several manners. Monte Carlo programs were used to generate 
Kw mass and [Kv]w Q-va lue distributions using the particle
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distributions observed in this experiment or inclusive 
differential cross sections measured in other experiments. 
Tracks from different events were combined and then analyzed 
as if real events. 0-value distributions were made from 
events with the wrong sign slow pion for D* decay, ie.

Consistent values for the coefficients of a 
polynomial form for the K , mass background,
A{ 1 ♦ B -1.85) ♦ -1.85) 5|, and an exponential

form, D (1 ♦ EQ) (1 - exp(-.50-^>) for the Q-value background 
were obtained from these methods. The histograms obtained 
from the final data sample of correct sign Kww events were 
fitted to these background forms plus a Gaussian peak having 
a width corresponding to the apparatus resolution of the 
variable being fit: 1n for Kw mass peak and .8 MeV for
the peak in Q-value.

As seen in Figs. 20 and 21 the K« mass spectrum and the 
0-value distribution without imposing cuts on the data based 
on D* -> Dw measurements ate smooth, with no peaks indicat
ing particle production. It was necesary to make cuts on 
the data sample using charmed particle mass measurements 
made at SPEAR.

Separate fitting procedures to three distributions were 
carried out, summing K+w“*“ and K-w*#+ events. The back
ground and peak fits for the Q-values with 1.835< n (K«)
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Figure 20
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Figure 21

Kir MASS SPECTRUM FOR Q<25MeV/c2
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Figure 22
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Figure 23
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<1,875 GeV/îï* are shown in Pig. 22, while the D@ mass with a 
cut on 0-value based on the expected resolution a of this 
variable is shown in Pig. 23. The kinematic dependence of 
the 0-value resolution a is discussed in Appendix IT. In 
addition, a two dimensional Gaussian peak was fit to the 
scatterplot of 0-value vs, M(Kv), using a background form 
that was the simple product of the individual backgrounds in 
the M(Kv) and Q-value distributions. The results of these 
fits are shown Table fi. These three distributions all give 
a consistent number of n* events reconstructed from the 
data,

These results are readily converted into a cross section 
measurement using the .TAo peak in the opposite sign di-muon 
mass spectrum to determine the flux normalization. The tr~N 
-> Mt|i~ differential cross section has been measured at /s = 
20,5 GeV in a wide acceptance di-muon experiment at Permilab
(59) , Interpolating on the pN -> J/(#» ♦ X excitation curve
(60) , a reduction of 12'? in this cross section at the Js =
19.U this experiment was conducted at is assumed, giving 
Fda/dxj = ,062 ub-Ge7-(unit x ) ~ .

Since the o* accent an ce of the apparatus is sharply 
peaked at x=,^3 the data was analyzed to qive a differential 
cross section da/d x to minimize the production model 
d e p e n d e n c e .  This measurement still depends on the P̂  dis-
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TABLE 6 
Peak Fits 

Q-value

peak values (MeV) 
cut values (MeV/c^) *i.^±1.3e 
peak width (WeV/c^) .7
»*/dof for fit .6fi
i background events hi 3*46 
peak significance 3,0o
# events in 
fitted peik
V events 
without cat

63±21

7U±2S

H

1854*6 
1855t20 

14 
1.17 

365+11 
3.3,

70*21

B5+25

Q vs M 
scat terplot

.6, 14 
1.02

2.3,

53*23

trlbution assumed in the model. Che narrow x region 
accepted by the fast spectrometer arms allowed the approxi
mation:
f A (*) dff/dx dx ~ d(?/dx| /A(x)dx d,/dx| <A>Ax .

4nwn
When determining the total acceptance, fA(x)dx, Monte Carlo
events were generated with a production distribution
dN/dx = (1*1 t))** • The dependence of acceptance on the
exponent b was removed by defining

AX<A> =J'*_dN£dx dx fA(x)dx 
dN/3x"
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For J/* inclusive production b vas taken to be 1,65 from the 
fits to the di-muon data in reference (59) ; at the peak 
acceptance point %=.07, a x < A (^)>=8,2x10-*; D* acceptance 
peaked at x-=.03, and assuming b=3, Ax<A ( D*) >=1.9x10-».

Trigger and analysis losses for D» anl J/^ detected by 
the spectrometer system are summarized in Table 7. These 
fractional losses were assigned either from Monte Carlo 
simulation (kaon decay within a spectrometer arm or moment urn 
matrix cut) or from primary and secondary analysis statis
tics.

TABLE 7
Detection and Recovery Efficiencies

Tract reconstruction 
Right-left vertex cut 
Slow pion vertex cut 
Trigger hodoscopes 
K decay in fast arm 
Momentum matrix acceptance

overall efficiency

u*u~

(.7%)2 
.7

(.99) B (. gu) 2

. 32

n*
(.75)2(.7) 

.7 
,9
(.99) 0 
. 82 

_f.91
. 18

Since the cross sect ion equals: 
f (# e vents) }/( (flux) (acceptance) (efficiency) (Branching Ratio))
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and recalling that the d * data was summed over the two 
charge states one finds for wN -> D*+ *X:

= (-5) (£ D* events) (J/» efficiency) <A >d, (irW-> J/»tX) /dx 
dx (# li+n” events) (D* efficiency) < A{ D*) >BTt (D*->D») BR (D->K«> .

SPEAR measurements of D*+ and 8° decays give
OR (D*+->DO»)=.6 4±.1* and B R (D->Rw)=.026 *,06 (61). After
background subtraction there are 42 ±8 u-*u~ events between
2.7 and 3.2 CeV/c2 in Fig. 19(a), With this information,
and the acceptances and efficiencies for 0* and J/^ events
given previously, the 82*75 p* events (Table 6) give da/dxl =U».Oj
7* 3 (stat ist ical) ±3 (sy sterna tic) *ib/(unit x) or d,/dy| = 
(2My a 's ) d,/dx = 1. at. 6 (statistical)
t . 6 (systemat ic) wb/ (unit y) , If a ( 1-( x I ) 7f>xp f - 1. 1p^ )
parameterization is assumed for the differential cross sec
tion, along with exact SB (3) symmetry that implies Di^+/ (all 
D*s) = 3/fl, a total cross section for D production of 11*4 
ub is obtained.

As a check of the flux normalization, using the target 
thickness (1.2 cm. ), the ax<A(*)> calculated previously,
and the flux as measured by the ion chamber at the target 
and corrected for system deadtime (.92 10»^n), the 42*8 
events with 2,7<fl^^<3.2 GeV/c^ give d,/dxj =13*3.6 nb- (unit 
X)-» for fi*n~ . This is in good agreement with the
d<r/dx = 16*3 nb-(unit x)** obtained from Reference (62) ,

<•07
with a 12% reduction for the lower energy of this experi
ment .
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These results are in best accord with those from the 

prompt muon beam dump experiment at Permilab and from the 
wL-e pair experiment run at the I SR. Larger cross sections 
are inferred from the prompt neutrino experiment at CPHN, in 
the 25-50 ub range, the same range of cross sections that 
the groups looking tor charm decay in optical detectors have 
reported. The final results presented in this report cannot 
be considered incompatible with these earlier cross section 
measurements because of the many assumptions that have been 
made in all cases. The hadronic charmed meson production 
rate reported here does appear sufficient to confirm that 
the decay of these short-lived particles is the major compo
nent of the signal seen in data from many detectors con
structed to observe charm phenomena indirectly.



Appendix A 
PARTICLE XDBWTIPICATIOl

The two CerenkoV counters in a fast arm, both operating 
in a threshold mode, allowed definite identification of
pions throughout the u-10 GeV/c momentum acceptance of the
aro. Kaons were separated from protons at momenta greater
than 11 GeV/c. As mentioned before, all particles in tho 
slow pion arm were assumed to be pions.

The CD^ filled threshold counters were the primary means 
of identifying pions. Fig, 24 ((a) shows a sample pulse 
height spectrum from one of these counters for pions with 
®.5< P <‘10.5 GeV/c. Using a pulse height vs. momenturn scat- 
terplot, at a given momentum slice a threshold edge with 95 % 
of the pions in the peak lying above that edge nay be deter
mined. The pion identification cut on threshold counter 
pulse height lies comfortably below the threshold edge, as
shown in Fig. 24(b), except at lowest, momenta. Below 7
GeV/c an additional requirement of a minimum pulse height in 
the sum of the two differential counter P.M. tubes was uti
lized for pion identification. In comparisons of the thres
hold and differential counter outputs the threshold counter 
was found to be 96+4% efficient in pion identification.
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Particles not meeting plon selection criteria were 

assQsed to be kaons for P < 11 GeV/c. The differential
counter had a threshold of 11 GpV/c for kaons, and the total 
pulse height sum of the inner and outer portions of the 
rosette mask could be used to tag kaons above Cerenkov 
threshold. The absence of any <p peak in rig. 18(b) indi
cates the effectiveness of this identification scheme.

Muons were identified by their ability to penetrate the 
steel filters at the back end of the fast spectrometer arms, 
R significant fraction of hadrons were transmitted through 
the first filter segment, so only muon e v e n t s  registering i n 
all three hodoscopes behind the steel filters were accepted 
as muons for the di-niuon mass spectra in ^ig. 1 . The muon
trigger logic had required that any two of these three hodo
scopes detect a charged particle.



appendix P 
mass BEsoLOTiom

The resolution for dot ermining a particle’s mass in a two 
body decay into the two fast spectrometer arms was limited 
by the relatively shortness of those arms. The intrinsic 
resolution of the drift chamber system in those two arms was 
determined to be .028** from the fitting residuals of the 
highest momentum tracks. Errors induced by multiple coulomb 
scattering from the material in the arm were studied by 
plotting the deviations in chamber IX as a function of 
momentum and agreed with estimates made using =
I'iaeV/P Jx/r° , with the radiation lengths x® as tabulated 
In the Particle Data Book for the materials in the spectrom
eter arm. Monte Carlo simulation of tracks with multiple 
scattering, a chamber resolution of .012**, and chamber hits 
randomly lost according to the statistics from the track 
finding program gave track fit statistics approximating 
those seen In primary analysis of the data. The 1.8% momen
tum resolution that is obtained from the Monte Carlo gives 
half widths in mass peaks of 14,U and 18 MeV at the D mass 
and the J/^ mass respectively. The observed J/y, peak in 
Pig, 1 9 (a) is consistent with this.
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A maior limitation to the three body mass resolution was 

the lack of track information for slow pions before the mag
net in the third arm. The uncertainty in the decay vertex 
position, which was determined by the vertex obtained from 
the two fast arm tracks, was estimated to he .16" using the 
resolution Monte Carlo results. There was a systematic 
uncertainty in the bending plane center of the third spec
trometer magnet. With these uncertainties, along with mul
tiple scattering and a drift chamber system accuracy of 
.014**, a 1% momentum resolution is achieved in the third 
arm. This leads to an 0-value resolution of .6 MeV/c for 
the apparatus.

when generating the K# mass spectra with the reguiromont 
that the three body Q-va lue be consistent with a D * parent 
it was decided to calculate an expected résolution in that 
variable based on each event's kinematics. This cut allowed 
us to ODtimixe the signal to background in the mass spectra.

From the definition of Q-valiie 0 = Efil - EM2 - Mw, where 
PM3 is the !>♦ invariant mass from the three body data and 
EM 2 is the D mass calculated from the K-w momenta, an error 
for each event can be assigned. Since 
AQ

% =  1/EMI (Ê  - P. C0S€W> 1/RM3(^ P, sine*^ )
EM 3 = / (EotEp,)* - {P„ tP̂  ) 2
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separating the sources of error in the slow pion 4-momentum
determination. These errors were determined to be;
\Bfn^/Pw - .0825 multiple scattering in the target

aP*/Pr = .Odi| vertex and H.H. field determination
a8» = .0022 slow arm non-bending plane angle determination
ae^ = .0016 slow arm bending plane angle determination

Defining a quantity sQ =(9 measured - 5.9) /aO for each event
gave a consistent way to apply the 0 -value information in
making cuts on the Vw mass data.

For a Gaussian peak with half—width <s superimposed on a 
linear background with Poisson fluctuations it is easy to 
show that the optimum peak to background ratio is acheived 
by restricting the data sample to within (1.3 ff| of the peak 
value.
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